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Abstract. This paper discusses an optimization of Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network (DFNN) for nonlinear system identification. DFNN has 10 parameters which are proved sensitive to the performance of that algorithm. In case of not suitable parameters, the result gives undesirable of the DFNN. In the other hand, each of problems has different characteristics such that the different values of DFNN parameters are necessary. To solve that problem is not able to be approached with trial and error, or experiences of the experts. Therefore, more scientific solution has to be proposed thus DFNN is more user friendly, Genetic Algorithm overcomes that problems. Nonlinear system identification is a common testing of Fuzzy Neural Network to verify whether FNN might achieve the requirement or not. The Experiments show that Genetic Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network Genetic (GDFNN) exhibits the best result which is compared with other methods. Keywords: Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network, Fuzzy Neural Network, Genetic Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network, Genetic Algorithm.



1 Introduction The basic idea to unite the NN and fuzzy logic controller is emerged by R.J.Jang to establish Adaptive Network Using Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). The structure of fuzzy logic with neural network architecture is combined, thus the difficulties in the obtaining the shape of membership function and suitable rule fuzzy logic controller are handled, because the principle of learning on the neural network is utilized. In the other hand, the problem to find structure of NN can be overcome due to IF-THEN rules of fuzzy logic. The integrated neuro-fuzzy system combines advantages of both NN and FIS. Application of both technologies are categorized into following four cases [1] : *
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A NN is used to automate the task of designing and fine tuning the membership functions of fuzzy systems. Both fuzzy inference and neural network learning capabilities acting separately. A NN is worked as correcting mechanisms for fuzzy systems. A NN is customized the standard system according to each users preferences and individual needs.



Applications of ANFIS controller have been done in the several purposes such as: they used ANFIS with PSO to control velocity control of DC motor [2], ANFIS was used as controller unmanned air vehicle [3], they developed ANFIS as stability controller of inverted pendulum [4], ANFIS was compared with radial basis function neuro fuzzy with hybrid genetic and pattern search algorithm [5]. The combination of neuro fuzzy which determines Gaussian membership function is called fuzzy neural network. The researches conducted in the area of fuzzy neural network are appeared with different objectives, such as: proposes an near optimal learning principle [6], extends the fuzzy neural network to be recurrent [7]. However, majority of the researches employ back propagation to be invoked in the learning phase. Back Propagation is definitely slow to find global optima [8]. Even, BP is often trapped in the local optima value. Some Research establishes hybrid learning or even learning using evolutionary computation. An underlying thing, Evolutionary Computation relies on random value, such that the learning time is also high to be employed in the learning phase, in addition if many values need to be obtained. However, to accomplish optimization problems, evolutionary computation remains a reasonable solution. Wu Shi Qian and Er Meng Joo deal with the principle of Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network, which uses hierarchical learning approached instead of BP, is to be a function identifier. It also works to be noise cancellation [9]. Genetic algorithm with the genetic principle (mutation, crossover) to produce next generation is reasonable solution to solve optimization problem. Using objective function to be the representation of aim, and Applying genetic operation with certain probabilities, optimal value may be able to be acquired. Simplicity of the concept makes genetic algorithm to be widely implemented into the real world problems. Parameters of Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network (DFNN) are proved sensitive. Not suitable values may result bad performance of the DFNN, in the other hand different problems require different parameters. Expert experience and trial error could be deemed, nevertheless those are not really the solutions. A scientific approach using Genetic Algorithm (GA) is proposed so that it always guarantees that every implementation into the variety problems always acquires the optimal performance of DFNN. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the literature review of dynamic fuzzy neural network including a learning principle, Genetic Algorithm principle. Section 3 explains the idea of the Genetic Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network (GDFNN). Simulation and discussion are bravely exhausted in the Section 4. Several Conclusions are arranged in the rest of this paper.
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2 Literature Review This section is enhanced the materials of DFNN including structure of the DFNN, the criteria to generate neurons, learning principle, and pruning technology. Genetic algorithm application that is the concern of this paper also brightly discussed. 2.1 Structure of DFNN DFNN is consisted of 5 layers which are input layer, Membership Function (MF), hidden layer, normalized layer, and output layer. Output layer gives Takagi Sugeno Kang (TSK) model which is utilized by ANFIS. MF’s are determined as Gaussian function which is one of the Radial Basis Function (RBF) function. For Simplicity, This paper only considers multi inputs, and one output case, nevertheless DFNN might be extended to be multi inputs, and multi outputs concurrently as shown on Fig.



Fig. 1. The structure of DFNN



Layer 1. This layer doesn’t perform any mathematical operation, it just pass inputs into the next layers ( xi , i=1, 2,….,k). Layer 2. Inputs are processed in this layer which is mapped into the Gaussian functions, the numbers of MF are determined from the neurons generation criteria.



μ ij = −



( x i − c ij ) 2



σ j2



, i = 1,2,..., k j = 1,2,...., u



(1)



Layer 3. This layer retrieves output of layer 2, and then those numbers are multiplied with output from other MF’s respectively. This layer is commonly called rule layer. The outputs of this layer are normally called firing strength.



Rj



∑ = exp(



k



i =1



(x i − c ij ) 2



σ j2



)



(2)



Layer 4. This layer is called normalized layer which is processed the firing strengths into a range [0,1].
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Φj =



Rj



∑



u x =1



(3) Rx



Layer 5. Outputs normalization are multiplied with weights vector which to retrieve one output signal from the output layer.



y=



∑



u j =1



wjΦj



(4)



w j is able to be a constant or linear function as same as TSK model, for TSK model, it could be rewritten as stated on the Equation 5.



w j = k j 0 + k j1 x1 + .... + K jk x k , j = 1,2,...., u



(5)



For constant case, weight can be considered as : wj = cj



(6)



2.2 Learning Principle of DFNN



The allocation of the RBF unit is important to give a significant output. The idea of DFNN creates criteria of allocations of RBF units DFNN so that they can give to cover input space. The structure of DFNN is not able to be determined in a prior, therefore it is able to automatically generate the RBF units which can establish a structure of DFNN, thereby good coverage of RBF units can be achieved. There are two underlying concepts in the learning of DFNN, they are criteria of neuron generation, and Hierarchical learning. Neuron Generation Criterion. This criterion describes when the neuron should be added or not in order to have feasible structure of DFNN. First factor should be considered in which the system error is greater that a pre-determined value thus the neuron should be adjusted. It can be formulated as follows:



ei = t i − y i



(7)



t i is a vector of target value, y i is a vector of actual output value. ei > k de



(8)



if Equation 8 is satisfied, then the neuron would better to be added which k de should be determined in a priori. Second factor is able to be derived with the concept of how close the input space with the center of RBF function is. It is able to be modeled in the mathematical form as follows:
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In which X i , C j are the vectors of input and center respectively. If arg min d i ( j ) > k d



(10)



Then neuron should be added. arg min d i ( j ) is called d min . Hierarchical Learning. The fundamental idea of this concept is the accommodation boundary of each RBF unit is not fixed but changed dynamically based on the following manner: at the first time the parameters is set to be large to acquire rough but they are global values, after that they are decreasing monotonically. It is able to be implemented in these expressions:



k e = max[e max × β i , e min ]



(11)



k d = max[d max × γ , d min ]



(12)



i



The delighted result are going to be retrieved if k e , k d are close to e min , d min respectively. After the neurons have been generated, the values of those need to be assigned. From the observations of Wu Shi Qian [8], the width plays important role. If the width is less than the distance between centers and inputs then the DFNN doesn’t give a meaningful output, however if the width is too large then the firing strength will give value nearby 1, therefore the width and center are tuned as follows :



X i = Ci σ i = k ×σ 0



(12) (13)



k is the overlap factor which is determined by overlap response of the RBF units. At the first observation width need to be set σ 1 = σ 0 , σ 0 is predetermined value. those,



which have been aforementioned, are the case when ei > k e , and k d < d min . There are there other cases which are considered. ei ≤ k e , k d ≥ d min , it implies good result, nothing is done. ei ≤ k e , k d < d min , this condition pretend to only adjust weight.



ei > k e , k d ≥ d min the width of the



nearest RBF nodes and all weights should be updated. The nearest z − th RBF nodes are updated with following manner:



σ i z = k × σ z i −1 k is predefined constant



(14)
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For updating weights, it can be simply found with employing Φ + which is pseudoinverse of Φ . W = T .Φ +



(15)



Φ + = (Φ T .Φ) −1 Φ T



(16)



Comparing with back propagation algorithm, this method is much simple such that it is able to reduce the computational time therefore it is feasible to be applied in the real time applications. Sometime the neurons gives good contributions to the output of the neurons, however sometime they don’t contribute well, thus it leads to utilize pruning technology. The less contribution neurons are deleted.



ηi =



δ i .δ i T r +1



(17)



If



η i < k err



(18)



then the neurons are deleted. To be more detail according to mathematical derivations, those are revealed in [8]. This method is called Error Reduction Ratio (ERR). 2.3 Genetic Algorithm



Genetic Algorithm is a powerful tool to accomplish optimization problems based on the principle of genetic operators. It could guarantee that good values are resulted. The principle of genetic algorithm is at the first time it generates numbers of random variables called chromosomes, each chromosomes are consisted of gen. Numbers of chromosome used during the process are specified beforehand. This paper describes chromosome is organized from variables that are desired to be optimized. Rely on the fixed probability, selection process is conducted, the manner of selections are actually miscellaneous, this paper is utilized Roulette Wheel principle which is probability of the selection depends on the number of fitness function. Chromosomes selected are going to be processed using genetic operator. Elitist concept is also considered which employs the fittest chromosome to be a parent. Genetic processes are crossover and mutation. Uniform crossover is used here. The process of uniform crossover is explained as follows: Step 1: Put the two parents together Step 2: Swap Gen on chromosome with fixed probability



The numbers of times uniform crossover (M) is calculated as follows: M = R.N



(19)



R is actually recombination rate, and N is numbers of chromosome. Uniform Crossover don’t use chromosome from the elitist. Second Operator is called mutation, Mutation operator replaces the chosen parameter from the random chromosomes into
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the random value. This process is iteratively applied until the randomly generated numbers bigger than mutation rate. The evaluation function chosen exhibits on Equation 20. Fitness (i ) =



k0 k1 .RMSE (i ) + k 2 .Num(i ) + k 3 .Time(i )



(20)



RMSE, num, time are root mean square error, number of used rules, and learning time in the i th iteration. In this paper, k 0 , k1 , k 2 , k 3 are set to be 10 4 ,10 8 ,1,10 . That fitness function is intended to get the optimum parameters such a way those are able to lead DFNN to has good accuracy, efficient structure, and short learning time. GA is conducted in the iterative manner until the stopping criteria are fulfilled. First stopping criteria is the iteration is going to be stopped if the result is already converge, Second stopping criteria is while there is no changes on average fitness in 5 generations, the process will be ended.



3 GDFNN As revealed above, DFNN has 10 parameters which have to be determined earlier, those are e max , e min , d max , d min , β , γ , σ 0 , k , k w , k err . The searching process is repeated until stopping criteria are satisfied. During the process, assigned parameters value from GA are used as learning parameter of DFNN, thereby RMSE, number of rule, and learning time are included to be evaluation parameters. Parameters obtained by GA are as: e max = 0.5297 , e min = 0.4967 , d max = 0.9270 , d min = 0.8520 , β , = 0.3463 γ = 0.5518 , σ 0 = 0.53198 , k = 0.9845 , k w = 0.7931 , k err = 0.9133 . For a fair comparison, the parameters of DFNN are obtained from its original paper [8]. The parameters of DFNN exhibits that with GA the optimal parameters are deviated from the original parameters, thus they are main reason that parameters of DFNN are sensitive and not able to be determined with trial error in order to get good generalization within training process. The optimization process’s repeated until the stopping criteria are satisfied. d max



= max of accommodation criterion



d min



γ



= min of accommodation criterion = decay constant



e max



= max of output error



e min



= min of output error = convergence constant



β σ0



= the width of the first rule



k kw



= overlap factor of RBF units = width updating factor



k err



= significance of a rule
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4 Simulation and Discussion At this section, the proposed technique is applied in the non linear system identification which is a common evaluation in the testing of Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN). The GDFNN is compared with Genetic Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network Back Propagation (GDFNNBP) which is actually DFNN with learning principle using back propagation, and DFNN without optimization phase. The aims are verified that genetic algorithm is able to improve the performance of DFNN, and Hierarchical learning, which is the main idea of DFNN, is still better than learning via back propagation. 4.1 Non Linear System Identification



The plant identified is second order highly nonlinear difference function which is defined in the Equation 21. The identification technique is utilized Seri-Parallel method that guarantees the stability of the estimated system. Sinusoidal input is applied to the system defined by Equation 23.



y (t + 1) =



y (t ) y (t − 1)[ y (t ) + 2,5]



1 + y 2 (t ) + y 2 (t − 1) yˆ (t + 1) = f ( y (t ), y (t − 1), u (t )) u (t ) = sin( 2πt



+ u (t )



) 25



(21) (22) (23)



The learning result including Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and neuron generation are shown on the Fig 2 and Fig 3. From the Fig 2, that is clear that the proposed method shows a superior result, RMSE of GDFNN is smallest compared with GDFNNBP, and DFNN. GDFNN is fastest to reach the smallest error. The second best method’s DFNN. The worst method’s GDFNNBP. From Fig 3, GDFNN is also fastest to establish the feasible network structure compared with DFNN, and less rule than GDFNNBP. GDFNN



Fig. 2. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
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Fig. 3. Rule Generations



acquires the most accurate result, and less rules comparing with other methods. It also verified that all of the learning procedures are worked well, thereby accurate, and efficient network could be achieved. Even though, GDFNNBP acquires a shortest learning time, however the worst RMSE is got, it is reasonable because back propagation often retrieves just local minima values not a global optima. DFNN actually results enough to be employed in the case of Nonlinear System Identification, however, Using GA shows much improvements. For the testing, Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is utilized to measure the prediction accuracy of the all methods. Table 2 exhibits the details of the learning and testing result. Fig 4 shows the prediction of GDFNN.



Fig. 4. Testing of GDFNN Table 2. The Parameters of Evaluation



DFNN GDFNN GDFNNBP



TIME 1.1431 1.3232 0.4854



RMSE 0.0135 0.0025 0.041



RULE 7 7 23



MAPE 0.0793 0.0048 0.086
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From Table 1, GDFNN shows the longest training time, nevertheless there are much different in the RMSE, and MAPE. Between DFNN, and GDFNNBP acquire almost same performance, however DFNN need less rule than DFNNBP.



5 Conclusions All of the methods used in this paper actually are feasible to be used to solve real problems, it can be seen from the MAPE that less than 0.1. However, to look for the best methods, thus GDFNN is the best method. The underlying thing that suggested to employ GA, GA is generated with the random numbers principle so that the searching process is somewhat long, nevertheless GA always guarantee the optimal numbers will be resulted as long as the determined of GA parameters are correct. Acknowledgments. This project is fully supported with A-Star Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) Singapore and Poland. The author personally thanks to Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech) to the opportunity to join within this project.
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